A single-channel broadband microwave (MW) spectrum measurement (BMSM) scheme based on PRBS-free optical compressive sampling and homodyne detection is proposed. The distinct differences as well as advantages of this scheme from traditional ones are as following. Firstly, optical pulses at a far-less-than-Nyquist rate are used to sample the broadband MW signal in a single channel. The optical pulse generation is only by modulating cascaded intensity and phase modulators with a single RF tone instead of any high-speed coding sequence modulation. Secondly, the spectral characteristics of the optical pulses are easy to be optimized in optical domain for different requirements without bandwidth limitations of electrical devices. The principle of this scheme is analyzed in theory and the performance is investigated in numerical simulation with a multi-band microwave signal with 20 GHz spectral range and SNR = 61 dB. The MW signal is reconstructed in a high fidelity with relative reconstruction error at 0.01 and SFDR at 99 dB•Hz 2/3 . The potentials for further performance optimization in practice are also discussed.
. The schematic of the proposed BRSM scheme.
The proposed scheme comprises two parts as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the optical front end and the electrical back end. In the front end, a continuous wave (CW) light with frequency at ω0 from a narrow linewidth laser is divided into two paths by a power splitter. One path is sent to the OFC generator, and the other as a LO is sent to the I/Q coherent receiver for homodyne detection. An OFC is generated in the OFC generator by modulating CW light with a single RF tone at Δω in cascaded intensity and phase modulators, based on principles described in [12, 13] . The OFC is then intensity modulated in an intensity modulator by a broadband MW signal under detection with an unknown spectral distribution as shown in fig. 1A . Through intensity modulation, the MW signal are up-converted on light as shown in fig. 1B , which is also named as optical sampling with expression in time domain as ( ) = ( ) × ( ). ( ) and ( ) are the MW signal before and after optical sampling, and ( ) is optical pulses of the OFC expressed as exp( 0 t + 0 cos(Δ ) + π/4) × cos( 1 cos(Δ ) + π/4), where β0 and β1 are the modulation factors of the phase and intensity modulators. Through mixed with LO and homodyne detection, the sampled signal is down-converted into electrical domain and fed into the back end for signal reconstruction. Underlying assumptions that the frequency responses of the optical link and photoelectric conversion are ideal, the spectrum of the down-converted signal is expressed as
where Y is the spectrum of the down-converted signal of ( ), which is the convolution of the OFC spectrum ∑ − with that of ( ),
. Sk is the normalized k th comb line of the OFC. For a frequency component ( + Δ ) of ( ), its measured value ( + Δ ) and the symmetric component ( − Δ ) can be written in simplified form as
where = − , = + , and ∈ ℕ, ≥ , ∈ [− , ], ∈ [− , ]; and for | | > , = 0, for | | ≤ , ≠ 0. According to equation 1 and 2, the frequency components of ( )belonging to the set ℱ = { Δ ± } will subject to frequency aliasing, needing a suitable algorithm to reconstruct the original components. Different from traditional schemes in which only the measurement values in single-side band, for instance positive frequency range, are available through direct detection of optical sampling signal, the information in positive and negative frequency ranges are both extracted under homodyne detection as shown in fig 1C according 
where A is a (2 + 1) × (2 + 1) measurement matrix, and X is a (2 + 1) vector corresponding to ∑ ( )
0
. By combining equation 3 and the matrix form of the symmetric component ℱ − = { Δ − }, it is easy to construct a combination equation with twice as measurement values as equation 3. Apparently, equation 3 and the combination equation are the problems of solving overdetermined equations, which in physics correspond to an ideal detection system with ultra-high analysis bandwidth. While for a compressive sampling system, the downconverted signal will go through a low-pass filter (LPF) with a cut-off frequency far less than Nyquist rate to reduce the requirements for electric sampling rates and the amounts of quantization data. Based on the assumption that the frequency response of LPF is an ideal rectangular function, the filtered signal spectrum shown in fig. 1C is given by ′ = ′ , and
. Although equation 4 and its combination equation are underdetermined equations, the spectral sparse characteristic of MW signal permits a high probability to perform signal reconstruction on some conditions [14, 15] . The number of non-zero values in the sparse signal should be less than or equal to half of the number of the measured value ′; there is no or weak correlationship among column vectors of the measurement matrix ′ ; or ′ satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP). Considering that the correlationship analysis of ′ is quite complicated in mathematics for an OFC generated by cascaded intensity and phase modulations, we have adopted numerical evaluations for the correlationship in the following part. For the second condition, a basic case is that the determinant of any 2-dimension square-matrix subsets of ′ does not equal to 0, which guarantees any two components in the set ℱ = { Δ ± } can be resolved. While it limits the application of PRBS-based sampling for its bottleneck in electrical bandwidth. The main limitation is that any component with frequency greater than /2 (half of the bit rate of PRBS sequence) will not be discriminated correctly from those less than /2 . However, according to equation 1 and 4, it gives chances to electro-optic-based OFCs to break through the bottleneck of PRBS-based sampling. The main advantages of the electro-optic-based OFC are simplicity and low cost compared to PRBS-based ones, low repetition rate of optical sampling far less than Nyquist rate and easy expandability and reconfigurability of optical comb lines, guaranteeing the operation bandwidth of BMSM exceeding the bandwidth limitation of electrical devices. The proposed scheme as shown in fig. 1 was demonstrated by computer simulation. The power, frequency and linewidth of the CW light is set at 16 dBm, 193.1 THz and 100 kHz. In the OFC generator, the phase modulator and intensity modulator biased at quadrature point are modulated with a RF tone at 1 GHz to achieve an OFC with spacing at 1 GHz. By well setting the driving voltages and phase difference between the modulators, an OFC is generated as shown in Fig. 2a , the effective range of which covers 47 coherent comb lines from -23 th to +23 th with flatness less than 5 dB. The generated OFC is directly used to sample the MW signal without further spectral optimization. The correlationships of ′ are evaluated with the correlation coefficients of any two columns of ′ and the condition number, given respectively as ( , ) = /( ) and ( ) = ‖ −1 ‖ 2 ‖ ‖ 2 . Some typical values of ( , ) are shown in fig 2b when ′ = 4 and = 20 for any frequency set ℱ = { Δ ± }, and are compared with the values of a PRBS sampling sequence with sequence length at 80 bit and 80 GHz bit rate. The condition numbers of the measurement matrixes of OFC and PRBS-based sampling sequence are 43.9 and 4.5 respectively. These results reveal more obviously ill-conditioned feature for electro-optic-based OFC than PRBS-based sampling sequence, implying there are potentially intrinsic reconstruction errors for certain frequency components, and some traditional algorithms are possibly not quite suitable for the signal reconstruction of this scheme, for example orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP). Thus, an empirical algorithm based on Lp-optimization is developed to reconstruct the MW signal, which is expressed as || || arg min s.t.
for , 0 and . for ,
where ‖ ′ ‖ / √ℎ is the mean of p-norm with p < 1; ′′ ⊂ ′ , is a ℎ × ℎ square matrix with ℎ ∈ [3,2 ′]; ′′ ⊂ ′ and ′ ⊂ , are hdimension vectors; T is a power threshold. Although the optimal sparse solution of MW signal can be found by enumerating all square matrixes from the power set of ′ with corresponding ′′ , this procedure will be very computationally expensive. For instance, the number scales would be equal to × 2 (2 +1) . Through threshold decision, the elements Yl and Xj of ′ and ′ with powers less than T will be set as zero-values and the corresponding column vectors of ′ will be orthogonalized, greatly reducing the power set size of ′ step by step and promoting the reconstruction efficiency. The performance of this scheme was investigated with a multi-band MW signal generated by a homemade Matlab module. The spectral range of the MW signal is 0 ~ 20 GHz as shown in fig. 3a , comprised of three wideband NRZ signals with carrier frequencies and bandwidths respectively at 7.52 GHz (100 MHz), 10.25 GHz (50 MHz), 19.7 GHz (30 MHz) and white noise with power spectral density at -148 dBm/Hz. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the MW signal is 61 dB. The amplitude ratio between LO and the 0th comb line of the OFC after optical sampling is 25 dB. The spectrum of the down-converted signal after optical sampling and homodyne detection is shown in fig. 3b . The photodiode (PD) bandwidths are set at 2.5 GHz. The down-converted signal is then filtered and sampled by a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency at 2 GHz and an ADC with sampling rate at 4 GSa/s, which give a compressive ratio at 10 with Nyquist rate equal to 40 GHz. The frequency resolution is 1.22 MHz. According to equation 2 and Fig 3b, any frequency component Xj belonging to ℱ = { Δ ± } has at most 8 corresponding measurement values within the spectral range of the down-converted signal from -2 GHz to +2 GHz, indicating that at most 4 non-zero components belonging to ℱ can be discriminated from each other with the reconstruction algorithm in principle. In the following part, 8 measurement values are used for the reconstruction of the MW signal. The comb lines used to construct the measurement matrix are selected within the spectral range of the OFC from 193.079 THz to 193.121 THz (k from -21 to +21), which covers a single-side-band optical spectral range at 21 GHz far less than Nyquist rate at 40 GHz. Fig. 3 . The spectra of (a) the MW signal under detection, (b) its down-converted signal and (c) its reconstructed signal; (d) the spectrum comparison (lower curves) and the phase difference (upper curve) between the wideband signal with carrier frequency at 7.52 GHz and its reconstructed signal.
The reconstruction results are shown in fig. 3c and 3d . Main frequency components of the MW signal with powers greater than the power threshold T at -92 dBm were reconstructed evidently as shown in fig. 3c , and most of noise components were eliminated except for several small spurious signals with powers slightly above T. The spectrum comparison and phase difference between the original wideband signal with carrier frequency at 7.52 GHz and its reconstructed signal are shown in fig. 3d in detail. The relative reconstruction error Er is 0.01 when the down-converted signal X is with a noise floor at -96 dBm as shown in fig. 3b . Er is given by ‖ − ‖ 2 /‖ ‖ 2 , where is the reconstructed signal of X. Fig. 3a and 3c reveal that the power ratio between signal and noise floor is degraded by 40 dB between origin signal and its reconstruction signal, mainly resulting from the accumulation of broadband noise in optical sampling process. The detection limit of the MW signal in SNR is 6 dB, and the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is 59 dB (99 dB•Hz 2/3 ), not considering spurious signals from reconstruction errors. These results indicate that the proposed scheme is feasible for BMSM. In addition, this scheme possesses potentials for further performance promotion and system development in practice, for example, to optimize the measurement matrix through spectral regulations of the OFC in optical domain, to increase the operation bandwidth by simply expanding the optical spectral range of OFC, and to improve the reconstruction algorithm and efficiency.
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated a single-channel BMSM scheme based on PRBS-free optical compressive sampling at a far-less-than-Nyquist rate and homodyne detection, achieving high-fidelity signal reconstruction for an unknown broadband sparse MW signal. The distinct advantages of this scheme are as following. Firstly, the sampling optical pulse with repetition rate far less than Nyquist rate is generated only by modulating a CW laser with a low-frequency RF tone without any high-speed coding sequence modulation such as highbit-rate PRBS, breaking through the bottlenecks of traditional schemes on the requirements for high-speed electrical devices, high-repetitionrate optical pulses and/or multi-channels. Secondly, the repetition rate, optical spectral range and the characteristics of amplitude/phase of the OFC are easy to be expanded and regulated according to practical requirements. 
